
Test 3
Complete the meanings of these sentences by using the correct form of the words in brackets.

1. Did you receive any ..................... (inform) from your son.
2. .......................... (vandal) is an international problem.
3. The police have ...................... (negotiate) with the hijackers for hours
4. There are very ......................... (beauty) flowers in Peradeniya Botanical Garden.
5. We had an ................................. (enjoy) trip to Nuwara Eliya.
6. David is a soccer ....................... (play)
7. His doctor told him to keep his leg ................... (motion)
8. He was ....................... (hope) of playing soccer.
9. I was ........................ (success) in the exam.
10. She had a ................... (wonder) picnic to India.

1/2x10=5 Marks

Test 1
Choose the correct verb form and underline it.

1. Vandalism (is / are) the destruction of someone else's property without permission.
2. Teenagers nowadays (become / becomes) more brave to do a vandalism.
3. Vandalism is a widespread problem that (infuriates / infuriate) both the public and the authorities.
4. Common acts of vandalism (include / includes) graffiti, breaking windows etc.
5. Vandalism can (affect / affects) one’s family, friends and community.
6. The smallest act of vandalism can (cause / causes) a lasting effect on others.
7. There (are ./ is ) different approaches that can be taken to prevent vandalism.
8. We must (educate / educates) the young people the students on the consequences of vandalism.
9. We can ( have / had ) a heart to heart talk from time to time  with parents about vandalism.
10. In preventing vandalism, self discipline ( plays / play ) a bigger role.

1/2x10=5 Marks
Test 2
Read the following dialogue and fill in the blanks. Use the words given in the box. There is one extra word.
The first one is done for you.

you / me / my / you / I / her

Ravi: Who’s the tall woman next to Geetha?
Raja: That’s her  friend Rani. Didn’t you meet her at Mohan’s party?
Ravi:   No, ......................... wasn’t at Mohan’s party.
Ravi: Oh! Then let ................... introduce  you to her now. Rani, this is ................ friend Ravi.
Rani: Hi, Ravi. Nice to meet ..................
Ravi: You, too. Would .................. like a drink?
Rani: Sure, let’s go. Get on.

1x5= 5 Marks
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Test 4
Study the picture and fill in the blanks in the text given below.

This is a picture beside river. There are some
(1)...................... and (2)..................... . Three
(3).................... are playing with water. A
woman is (4).................... some shirts. A girl
is emptying some soap (5).................. in the
water. Her (6).................... is angry. A small
boy is (7)................ and playing in the sand.
His elder brother is (8)................... himself
with soap. A (9).................. is breast feeding
her (10)...................

1/2x10=5 Marks

Test 5
Read the following words from the text and match the words with their meaning. Write the correct num-
ber of the word in the bracket.

Words
1. vandalism
2. grafitti
3. parachuting
4. precaution
5. challenge

Meaning
a. Something that needs great mental or physical effort in order to be done successfully and therefore

tests a person's ability: (...............)

b. A piece of equipment made of a large piece of special cloth that is fastened to a person or thing that is
dropped from an aircraft, in order to make him, her, or it fall slowly and safely to the ground.

(...............)
c. An action that is done to prevent something unpleasant or dangerous happening: (...............)

d. Training that makes people more willing to obey or more able to control themselves, often in the
form of rules, and punishments if these are broken, or the behaviour produced by this training.

(...............)
e. Having the character of vandalism. (...............)

f. Correctly, or in a satisfactory way: (...............)

g. A part of a machine, or a set of parts that work together. (...............)

h. words or drawings, especially humorous, rude, or political, on walls, doors, etc. in public places.
(...............)

i. Any activity that is considered to be damaging or destroying something that was good:
(...............)

j. A boat or something similar that must be filled with air in order to float on the water.
(...............)

1/2x10=5 Marks

6. inflatable
7. vandalistic
8. discipline
9. mechanism
10. properly
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Test 6.
You are the secretary of the “English Literary Association” of your school. You have been requested to prepare
an invitation  card to be sent to all the teachers and the principal inviting them for a ‘English Day Celebration’
which will be held on the theme ‘Let’s learn English’. Use about 50 words.
Include: Date, Time, Venue, Theme.

...................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................

` .................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................

  ...................................................
....................................................

Test 7
Read the following passage and answer the questions given below.

Two men who lived in a remote village decided one day to take a trip to the city by train. They had to leave their
village and get in a bus to the nearest town to catch a train to the city. It was a big adventure for them  as they had
never travelled by train.

Before going to the railway station, they had some tea and bought a banana each to eat during the journey. They
got in the train and they had to go through many tunnels on their way. The train began to move fast.

One of the men took his banana and started eating it. As he took a bite, the train entered a tunnel.

“Have you eaten your banana yet?” he asked his friend. “No”, was the reply.
“Well, don’t,” said the man. “This is a strange banana. I took one bite and went blind.”

(1) Underline the correct answer.
The two men wanted to travel
a. by bus
b. by car
c. by train

(2) How did they travel to the nearest town?
.............................................................................................................................

(3) What was the fruit they bought?
.............................................................................................................................

(4) Where did they want to eat the fruit?
.............................................................................................................................

(5) What made the man think that he had gone blind?
.............................................................................................................................

1x5= 5 Marks

C- 2
L- 3

5 Marks
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Test 8
Write a short paragraph on one of the following. Use about 50-60 words.

Uses of electricity Uses of water Uses of trees
..............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................

.
Part 11

Test 9
There is a mistake in each of the following sentences. Rewrite the sentence in each line correcting the mis-
take. The first one is done for you.

Eg. Mohamed Said that he is sleeping. (     was        )
1. Mohamed says that we are working in Kandy. (...................)
2. Kabeer said that he will come to the party. (...................)
3. Abdul Said that he had went Colombo the previous week. (...................)
4. Geetha said that he had left the party. (...................)
5. Rani said that she doesn’t go out. (...................)
6. Mohan said that he didn’t liked the food in the restaurant. (...................)
7. The boy said that he can’t carry all those luggages. (...................)
8. Rajesh said that it may rain now. (...................)
9. Rizvi said that he wants to go on the hike. (...................)
10. Raheem said that he has read War and Peace. (...................)

1/2x10=5 MarksTest 10.
Choose the correct verb and fill in the blanks.
1. Raheem..................... (drinks, smokes, eats)cigarettes.
2. The postman .................. (swims, rings, dances) the bell.
3. The baby ........................ (cries, tastes, drinks) for milk.
4. The driver ...................... (sails, drives, sails) a vehicle.
5. Wood ....................... (sails, floats, swims) on water.
6. Dogs ........................ (cry, bark, shout) at night.
7. The farmer ............... (grow, plant, draw) paddy.
8. The sun ................... ( rises, sets, arises) in the west.
9. The children love to (play, sleep, run) on the sand.
10. The river ............... (flows, runs, goes) smoothly.

1/2x10=5 Marks

C- 2
L- 3

5 Marks
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Test 11
Choose the correct word from the word bank and fill in the blanks to complete the text below.

Word bank
as, activities, as, animal, contamination, day, follow, getting, habits,

 industrial, level, population, pollutants, poisonous
Water Pollution

Water pollution has become a continuous increasing problem on the earth which is affecting the human and
(1)...................live in all aspects. Water pollution is the (2).................................... of drinking water by the (3)...................
pollutants generated by the human (4)....................... The whole water is (5)........................ polluted through many sources
such (6).................... urban runoff, agricultural, (7).................. sedimentary, leeching from landfills, animal wastes, and
other human activities. All the (8).................. are very harmful to the environment. Human (9)......................... is increasing
day by (10)...................... and thus their needs and competition leading pollution to the top (11)..................... We need to
(12)................... some drastic changes in our (13)................... to save the earth water as well (14)....................... continue
the possibility of life here. 1/2x14=7 Marks

Test 12

Fill in each blank with the correct form of the verb given within brackets. The first one is done for you.
One day a husband and wife (1) were driving (drive) to the countryside to visit their friends when they realised
they needed to stop for gas. The man was filling up the car when he (2).......................(see) a penguin standing
by a pump. He (3)..........................(think) it was very strange and when he(4).......................(go) to the cashier
to pay, he asked, 'why is there a penguin standing next to the pump?' The cashier replied, 'I don't know. It
(5).........................(be) there all morning.' The man replied.'Well, we can't leave it there, it's too dangerous. He
might have an accident. What should I do?' The cashier suggested, 'you should (6)..............(take) it to the zoo.'
'That's a good idea,' the man said. 'I (7)..........................(take) him now.' So the man and his wife put the
penguin in the car and (8)..............................(drive) away. One week later, the man and his wife
(9)......................(return) to the same garage to fill up the car...and the penguin was still in the car. When the
man went to pay,the cashier said to him, 'I thought you (10)........................(take) the penguin to the zoo.' The
man replied, 'we did. It had a really good time so tonight, we (11).........................(take) him to a fish restaurant.'

1/2x10=5 Marks
Test 13

Study the two pictures given and select the sentences which describe each picture. Write the correct number
in the relevant column. One is done for you.

A B

1. A girl is washing her hands. 6. A boy is washing plates in a sink.
2. There are six people at the playground. 7. A girl is buying something.
3. A man and a woman are sitting on a bench 8. There is  a dustbin near the swing.
4. A boy and a girl are eating something. 9. There are thirteen people people in this picture
5. Two boys are playing with a ball. 10. There are many swings at the playground.

Picuture A Picture B  
1  

  
  
  
  
 

1/2x10=5 Marks
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Test 14
Write a letter to your brother, who is working in another town about a funny incident that happened recently
at home.
...................................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................................................

or

The following pie chart shows the hobbies of the students in a school in Batticaloa. Study the
graph and write a description about it. (Use about 100 words)

...............................................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................................

...............................................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................................

C- 3
L- 3
O-2
M-2

10 Marks
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Test 15
Read the following passage and answer the questions.

“Father, come here quickly. There’s an elephant over there” Sena began to shout pointing to an elephant a few yards
away from their house. His father Stephan came running and stood beside his son. “Yes I can see it” he said to his son
showing no signs of fear. “Father why do you not chase it away? It will come closer” the boy being frightened asked his
father. “Don’t be afraid son. It  will go away after his meal. It has been here since I was a boy.” Stephan said as  the
elephant stepped quietly into the jungle.

Two days later, the elephant came back. But this time, its presence made no change in the boy. He was looking forward
to seeing it. “Father he has come back. Here come and see” the boy said waving at the elephant. Stephan always had
some fear that this solitary elephant may turn violent at any time. “Father why does he not have food in the jungle? Why
is he alone? “”I think it is because of the drought and destruction of their habitat and jungles by man” said the father.
Suddenly Sena went into the kitchen and returned with a comb of banana. “No, my son it is dangerous  to get closer to
it, because it is a wild elephant.” “Father, please let me give this to it” said Sena.

As the rainy season began, the jungle once again came to life with green leaves. The dead jungle soon got its life back
giving what the animals wanted, the food and water. The ones that were seen searching for food and water are no longer
wandering in the village including the elephant. “Father where’s the elephant? What happened to it?” Sena asked his
father with surprise. “Son now it has got enough food, perhaps it will never turn” “Why is that father” “It’s going to be
chased into another forest soon. He will be safe there” said father.

1. Who are the main characters in this story?
  ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
2. Why did the elephant come near Sena’s house?
  ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
3. Write the sentence that says Sena’s father has seen the elephant before.
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
4. Underline the correct answer.

(a) Sena was interested to see the elephant.
(b) Sena’s father believed the elephant may not turn violent.
(c) Sena at first was panic seeing the elephant.

5. Who is referred to
(i) he in line 8   ……………………………………………………
(ii) its in line 16 ……………………………………………………
(iii) I in line 5 ………………………………………………..

6. Why will the elephant never come according to father?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

7.Find the words in the text that have the same meaning to the following words.
(a) roaming ………………………………………………………………..
(b) panic ………………………………………………………………..
(c) shelter ………………………………………………………………..
(d) living or being by one’s self ………………………………………………………………..

8 Marks
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Write on any one of the following. Use 200 words.
1. Write an account of an educational tour you had recently.
Include the following.

-When you went. -Where you went. - Who went along.
-How much you  enjoyed -Conclusion

2.The life in year 2500 A.D
-Environment
-Human life and life span
-Transport
-Any interesting facts

3.Write e an article about Vandalism in school.

4. Complete the following story.
Once I was in a bus to get home after school. A young lady gave me a bag. I kept it on my lap. . .
………………. ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………. ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………. ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………. ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………. ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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